
Weekly Devotionals   August 30-Sept. 4  

2021 
 

Monday, August 30 Read Song of Solomon 2:8-13 

One way of reading this beautiful poetry is as a metaphor of 

God’s love and devotion for us, His People.  That being the case, 

what does this tell us about the nature of God’s relationship 

with us? ___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

What does God desire from us? _______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

Is this descriptive of your own experience with God?  Why or why 

not? ______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

Discuss the nature of your relationship with God in prayer today. 

 

Tuesday August 31  Read Revelation 3:1-3;15-20 

From this warning, what is wrong with the church at Sardis 

(vv.1-3)? __________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

How might this be seen as an internal problem, that is within the 

hearts of the members, as opposed to an activity problem? _____ 

___________________________________________________________ 

Are there ways this warning can speak to us as individual as well 

as a church? _______________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

Reflect on v.20.  what, in practical, specific terms, does it mean for Jesus to come into our lives and dine 

with us…and we with Him? ________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How essential is the reciprocity of relationship suggested by this statement?  Why? _____________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Wednesday, September 1 Read Isaiah 29:13-16 

Why is there often such a disconnect between what we say about God and our belief (our “mouths,” v.13) 

and the way we act (our “hearts,” v.13)? ___________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How would you describe the attitude towards God of the people that Isaiah derides in vv.15-16? _________ 
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1. We are often tempted to confuse do-

ing religious things with discipleship. 

 

2. Lives of discipleship are a public ex-

pression of a personal connection with 

Christ. 

 

3. Reciprocally, an ever-deepening rela-

tionship with Jesus is the “fuel” for a 

life of discipleship: 

 

     A. Prayer expresses a focus on            

 connecting to God and God’s way.  

     B. Service expresses a desire to live like 

 Christ. 

     C. Sacrifice expresses trust in God’s 

 providence. 

 



_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are there times and places you see a similar attitude among people today? _____________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think Isaiah would say to our society today? Why? ________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Thursday, September 2  Read Mark 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23 

The Pharisees demand for cleanliness had little to do with hygiene but came from a belief that adhering to 

priestly levels of ritual would elicit God’s blessing and salvation.  Conversely, those who didn’t, would bring 

about God’s wrath.  From yesterday’s reading from Isaiah, what do you think they missed? ______________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

If religious rituals themselves don’t necessarily make us better before God, what does? _________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Friday, September 3  Read James 1:17-27 

Look closely and compare v.17 and v.22.  If God is indeed the sole source of any good we do, what is the 

point of encouraging people to be “doers” as opposed to “hearers?”  Isn’t that up to God? _______________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What does this say about the nature of the relationship between God and humanity? ___________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

In what ways can that relationship be consider reciprocal or synergetic? _______________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Saturday, September 4 Psalm 15 

The challenge in a psalm like this is the honest understanding that none of us walks blamelessly at all times!  

If it is up to us to do all these things in order to come to God we are all in trouble.  Now read Romans 3:21-

26 and give thanks for the gift of grace we have received in Christ.  How can we then live lives that truly 

express our gratitude? ____________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

https://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/texts.php?id=217#gospel_reading


  Samll Group Discussion Guide for 

“Put a Tiger In Your Tank”     

Group Session for 9/5/21 

Small Group Meeting Guidelines:   This guide is designed to be used in the week following the Sunday 

this lesson was shared with the congregation.  That’s to give the group time to reflect on the lesson and do 

the devotional readings for that following week.  Group members should bring any notes they’ve taken during 

the week and draw on them during the discussion.  Further this study is built on shared reflection and discus-

sion.  There are no “right answers” only a prayerful and shared exploration of God’s Word and Presence.   

1. Beginning your group time: 

• Start by sharing prayer and updating each other on prayer concerns. 

• Read aloud Song of Solomon 2:8-13 & Revelation 3:1-3;15-20.   Share the following:” At heart, both of 

these passages are about depth of relationship, what makes them strong and lasting and what destroys 

them, even the connection between God and God’s people.   Taken together what do these passages tell 

us about God and what God desires?”  Use the questions from Monday and Tuesday’s readings to flesh 

out your discussion. 

 

2.  Shared Reflections   

• Read Mark 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23 aloud to the group and discuss the following questions: 

 1. Look at Sermon note #1 from “Put a Tiger in Your Tank.”  In what ways is Jesus arguing this same 

 point in the reading from Mark?  Though we no longer have literally ‘Pharisees,’ many of their       

 practices and misconceptions are still with us.  Have your group name some examples of this today and 

 ask:  Why is this still a thing 2000 years later?  Where does it sometimes become a reality in your own 

 practice? Why? 

 2. Share Sermon note #2.  Do you agree or disagree?  Why must the personal connection come before 

 the public expression?  What are some ways we can deepen that connection?  Re-read Mark 17 & 21.  

 What does Jesus mean here? 

• Read  James 1:17-27 aloud and discuss the readings from Friday, September 3 on the previous page.  

Then read Sermon Note #3.  How are the actions in A,B & C  different from merely going through the 

religious motions?  How are “faith” and “works” a synergetic process empowering our relationship with 

God? 

3. Discipleship and the Week Ahead 

• Share prayer concerns for the week ahead and covenant to pray for one another.  You 

might even consider each taking one person from the group and praying for and finding 

ways to encourage that person for the coming week. 
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